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Abstract

Autism from NP's is a risk [1,.2] to the health of US citizens, not
only to the newborn in vaccines, but also in baby. NPs stands for
nanoparticles. Similarly, NPs in GM food are risk to the elderly
for Alzheimer's. GM stands for genetically modified. The CDC is
in charge of recommending the vaccination schedule for Autism
in US children, which has grown by more than 6,000% as shown
in the thumbnail. CDC stands for Center of Disease Control. The
CDC monitors vaccine safety and tracks the number of children
with Autism in the US. In 2016 after the US election, a group of
senior CDC scientists filed [3] an ethics complaint alleging the
CDC was influenced by corporate and political interests.
Collusion is suggested by the departure of the head of CDC —
Julie Gerberding —to be head of the vaccine division of Merck.
The scientists argued the CDC misrepresented the rise in Autism
rates since the late 1980 's - a view consistent with the just elected
President Trump who is quoted as saying:
"When I was growing up, Autism wasn't really a factor," he
[Trump] said. "And now all of a sudden, it's an epidemic.
Everybody has their theory, and my theory is the shots. They're
getting these massive injections at one time. I think it's the
vaccinations."
President Trump is right about Autism as UV radiation from NPs
in vaccinations damages brain cells, but he should go further and
include NPs in baby food. For the elderly, protection from
Alzheimer's requires banning NPs in GM food. Although the US
Congress has not acted in banning NPs, Trump should encourage
future legislation to be enacted that bans NPs not only from
vaccines, but also from baby and GM foods.
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IV. Biography:
Thomas Prevenslik developed the theory of simple QED based on
the Planck law of quantum mechanics. Differing from the
complex QED by Feynman and others, simple QED assumes any
heat absorbed in NPs having high surface-to-volume ratios place
NP atoms under high EM confinement that by the Planck law
precludes the NP from having the heat capacity to conserve heat
by an increase in temperature. Instead, simple QED conserves
heat by creating UV radiation from NPs in the vaccine that
damages the DNA of neurons to cause Autism consistent with the
opinion of President Trump. Protecting the US citizen against
neuro-degenerative disease requires US legislation to prohibit the
use of NPs in vaccines and GM foods.
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